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I) Sensing
a) Proteins
b) Bacteria
c) Mammalian cells
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Nanoparticles have unique and useful properties

- Nanoparticle behavior is very different from corresponding bulk material

---

- Pd, Au, Ag
  - Optics and electronics: biomedical (vide infra) electronics, sensors

- $\text{Fe}_x\text{O}_y$, $\text{M}_x\text{O}_y$, FePt
  - Magnetic materials: memory, ferrofluids, MRI imaging, hyperthermic therapies

- CdSe, ZnSe
  - Semiconductor and fluorescent materials: bioimaging, electronics, photovoltaics

---

- How can we employ these materials in real-world applications?
The key is engineering the particle interface

- Our goal: use the atomic-level structural control of synthetic chemistry to control particle interactions and self-assembly

- Controlled biomolecular interactions

- Of course we can mix and match...

- And lessons learned with one core can be generalized
Biomacromolecule surface recognition using nanoparticle receptors

- inhibition of protein-protein interactions
- transcription regulation via DNA binding
- DNA, siRNA, and protein delivery
- sensors and diagnostics
The three challenges of biomacromolecule surface recognition

1) a large surface is required
   - active site inhibition: isolated and concave target
   - surface recognition: convex, solvent exposed (hint---protein-protein interactions bury 600-1400 Å² per protein!)
   think: fingers in a glove vs palming a basketball

2) preorganized yet flexible receptor
   - rigid doesn’t work
   - too flexible, lose affinity and specificity

3) things have to line up
   aka proper orientation of multivalent recognition elements

“why is protein surface recognition so hard?” (Andrea Corchoran, Genentech)
Nanoparticles provide *at least* two out of three (ain't bad!)

- SAM-covered nanoparticles provide regular shape
- and are the right size for biomacromolecule recognition
Specific or selective: Two different sensing paradigms

- one biomimetic, one not.

**Specific recognition (e.g. ELISA)**

- **Strengths:**
  - Sensitive
  - Wide range of antibodies available

- **Challenges:**
  - New protein = new antibody
  - Difficult to quantify (i.e. not holistic)

**Selective recognition (e.g. the nose)**

- **Strengths:**
  - Simpler hardware
  - Excellent for complex mixtures
  - Trainable for new “odors”

- **Challenges:**
  - More complex software
  - Structural diversity required

---

Can we create nose-type sensors for proteins?
Step 1--selective receptors for proteins

- a wide variety of different nanoparticles can be made quickly
- the key--engineering the protein-particle interface

![Diagram showing selective receptors and nanoparticles with chemical structures](image)

- recognition elements should provide selectivity
- how do we transduce the signal?

Step 2—transduction

- long experience shows nanoparticle + protein looks like nanoparticle
- gold nanoparticles are great fluorescence quenchers, though....

key features of fluorophore
- anionic to bind cationic particle
- multivalent (sticky) for selectivity

the answer—-anionic PPEs provided by Uwe Bunz (Georgia Tech)
The targets

- commercially available proteins used as proof of concept
- proteins chosen to provide a range of size and charge

**anionic**

- b-galactosidase (pl = 4.6, 540 kDa)
- acid phosphatase (pl = 5.2, 110 kDa)
- alkaline phosphatase (pl = 5.7, 140 kDa)
- lipase (pl = 5.6, 58 kDa)
- BSA (pl = 4.8, 66.3 kDa)

**cationic**

- cytochrome c (pl = 10.7, 12.3 kDa)
- subtilisin A (pl = 9.4, 30.3 kDa)

- can we differentiate ‘em--especially the tough ones?
The targets

- commercially available proteins used as proof of concept
- proteins chosen to provide a range of size and charge

anionic

- b-galactosidase (pI = 4.6, 540 kDa)
- acid phosphatase (pI = 5.2, 110 kDa)
- alkaline phosphatase (pI = 5.7, 140 kDa)
- lipase (pI = 5.6, 58 kDa)
- BSA (pI = 4.8, 66.3 kDa)

cationic

- cytochrome c (pI = 10.7, 12.3 kDa)
- nanoparticle
- subtilisin A (pI = 9.4, 30.3 kDa)

- can we differentiate ‘em--especially the tough ones?
We can differentiate the proteins qualitatively

- different nanoparticles show different selectivity...
- ...providing a different pattern for each protein

-can this pattern be used to identify proteins?
Pattern recognition methodology provides protein identification

- Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) provides a tool for data analysis
- LDA maximizes the ratio of between-analyte and within-analyte variance

The test: 56 samples randomly chosen from training set

The outcome: 96% accuracy in identification!

Ongoing studies: biofluids (serum looks promising!)
Closer to the real world--sensing in serum

- Sensing protein levels in serum is an important diagnostic tool
- The challenge: serum albumin: 50 mg/mL (700 µM)
- It’s like looking for needles in a haystack!

- Proteins ‘spiked’ into undiluted human serum

- The first attempts using original polymer/particle mixture--not great
- It’s a modular system--let’s switch the polymer!
A closer look at the sensing process

- multiple equilibria involved in sensing
- some good, some bad...

**Good**

\[ K_1 \iff \]
\[ K_{2a} \iff \]
\[ K_{2b} \iff \]
\[ K_{\text{overall}} \iff \]

**Bad**

- quenching reduces signal
- can we shut down \( K_3 \)?
Instead of a polymer, what about a biopolymer transducer?

- fluorescent proteins come in many shapes, sizes and colors...
- and are inherently biocompatible!

Green Fluorescent Protein
MW = 27 KDa, pI = 5.92

the five particles that worked (trust me on this...)
Step 2: Fluorescence response from protein “spiking”

- analyte proteins added at 500 nM
- constant total protein concentration maintained

analyte proteins look different...

...Because they are each distinct!

- complete identification of analyte proteins
- verified by unknown analysis (93% accuracy)

- we are sensitive enough--
- ongoing studies exploring real-world serum samples
How about something bigger---identification of bacteria!

- bacteria pose environmental, bioterrorism, food and water safety hazards
- these are all ostensibly “clean” environments
- allowing us to use our “nose” to identify!

- the first attempts using original polymer/particle mixture=disaster
- hypothesis: polymer interacts too strongly with bacteria
- let’s test!
Same particles, different polymer

- "swallowtail" polymer designed to reduce non-specific interactions...
- the particles, however, remain the same..

NP1: $R = \text{--} - \text{--} \text{--} $

NP2: $R = \text{--} \text{--} \text{--} \text{--} $ 

NP3: $R = \text{--} \text{--} \text{--} \text{--} \text{--} \text{--} $ 

- notice--only three particles...because--
Three particles differentiate 13 bacteria!

- Gram +/- no problem
- we can even differentiate between strains!

![Graph showing differentiation of 13 bacteria using three particles.]

- and LDA? we don’t need no stinking LDA!
- the fluorescence response is fully differentiated as-is

$10^5$ cells/mL
Three particles differentiate 13 bacteria!

- Gram +/- no problem
- We can even differentiate between strains!

and LDA? We don’t need no stinking LDA!
- The fluorescence response is fully differentiated as-is

But we can do LDA if we want...

- full differentiation of bacteria
- we can differentiate between species and strains!

- identification of unknowns with >95% accuracy
- in minutes, with no sample preparation!
Identification of cancer via cell-surface interactions

- Challenge 1: differentiating cancerous from non-cancerous cells
- Challenge 2: distinguishing aggressive and non-aggressive cancer cells

![Diagram showing cell-surface interactions with different conjugates.]

- Electrostatic polymer/particle conjugates
- Fluorescence "OFF"
- Fluorescence "ON"

Chemical structures:

- NP1: \( R = \text{structure} \)
- NP2: \( R = \text{structure} \)
- NP3: \( R = \text{structure} \)

One polymer (the original)

Three particles (the ones that worked best)
Starting easy--differentiating between cell types
- different cells should have different surfaces...
- ...based on their function

![Graph showing fluorescence intensity for different cell lines](image)

- complete differentiation
- now let’s try something a bit more challenging

Step 2--same cell type, healthy vs cancerous vs metastatic

- three different human breast cell lines
- can we detect cancer?

![Bar chart showing fluorescence intensity for MCF7, MCF10A, and MDMB231 cell lines.]

![Scatter plot showing factor analysis with MCF10A (normal cell), MCF7 (cancerous cell), and MDMB231 (metastatic cell).]

- once again, complete differentiation
- we can’t celebrate yet: the three cell lines come from different people
- are we detecting cancer, or individual variations?
The answer—3 isogenic cell lines from BALB/c mice

- identical starting point eliminates individual variations
- isogenic cell lines provide a particularly stringent test

![Fluorescence intensity chart](chart1.png)

- once again, complete differentiation
- in a matter of minutes, based on cell-surface variations

![Factor analysis chart](chart2.png)
The “My Time is Up” Summary:

Nanoparticles provide:

- Effective “chemical nose” sensors for:
  - Proteins
  - Proteins in serum (500 nm in 1 mM total protein)
  - Bacteria (species and strain)
  - Cancer (metastatic vs non)
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